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Abstract 

Old and large railway facilities tend to lose their efficiency as the years pass. Shinagawa depot, located 6 km from Tokyo Station, 
is one of the largest depots in Japan (approximately 22 ha), with a history of over 90 years. Due to the increase in the number of 
carriages on passenger train sets and the decline of sleeper trains, Shinagawa depot has not been used effectively for recent few 
decades. By the opening of the Ueno-Tokyo Line in 2015, it had been necessary to redevelop the depot to accommodate the new 
transportation system. However, it is very difficult to carry out such large depot renewal project in the Tokyo metropolitan area 
while continuing train operation. Therefore, it was required to plan renewal project by utilizing experience from past track 
improvement work in a station. 
For Shinagawa depot, we were unable to transfer all of its functions to other depots. The depot is surrounded by densely built-up 
area, so we could not acquire other land easily. Therefore, it was inevitable to plan redevelopment project in the same location 
while continuing train operation. An investigation was conducted to figure out necessary functions and capacity for Shinagawa 
depot. The minimum necessary functions remain in Shinagawa depot and the other functions transferred to other depots. Thus 
Shinagawa depot was reduced in area, and improvement construction work carried out parallel with current train operation. We 
proceeded investigation on track layouts that enable improvement work to be completed over 3 separate track changeovers 
without interrupting depot operation. 
We achieved a redevelopment plan which can be conducted under the various constraints by utilizing experience from past large 
station renewal works. We made Shinagawa depot to be better adapted to the new transport system after the opening of the Ueno-
Tokyo line, and also optimized the inspection and repair of JR-East trains in the Tokyo metropolitan area. As a result, over 10ha 
of newly vacant land has been created in central Tokyo. 
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locomotives, freight trains and passenger cars. 
In 1964, when the Tokaido Shinkansen started(Tokyo ~Osaka), limited express Kodama was declined. In 2009, 

sleeping car for the Tokaido line finished their service. Shinagawa depot has been unsuitable for the transportation 
system of the Tokyo metropolitan area. 

 

1.2.2. Before the redevelopment construction work 
Before the redevelopment construction work, Shinagwa depot had 22ha site area and 87 storage tracks (for 

approximately 1000cars). It has been necessary to downsize the railway yard because of the decline of sleeping cars 
and locomotives. Figure 2 shows overview of Shinagawa depot. Shinagawa depot consisted of Fudanotsuji storage 
tracks, Tamachi depot, Tsukimi storage tracks, Shirogane storage tracks, and former locomotive yard. Fudanotsuji 
storage tracks and tamachi depot which located at the west side were used for daily inspection and storage of electric 
cars. Shirogane storage tracks, tsukimi storage tracks and former locomotive yard which located at the east side 
were used for sleeping cars. Recently most of them were not used. Fudanotusji storage tracks and Tamachi depot 
have 43 lines in total. Only 11 tracks could store 15-car trains. Furthermore, 12 lines were not used currently. Table 
1 shows capacity of shingawa depot. 

 
Fig. 2. General view of Shinagawa depot 

 
table1. facilities of Shinagawa depot  

  tracks function number usage status 

electric car  
Fudanotsuji storage 21lines for 15 car trainset：10line 

other：11line 

Tamachi depot inspection 
storage 

10lines 
19lines 

for 15 car trainset：7line 
other：14line 

Locomotive 
 

passenger car 

Tsukimi oil supply 5lines 
2lines 

Shirogane washing 10lines 

Tkanawa inspection 
storage 

(7lines) 
11lines not use as usual 

Old locomotive yard regular inspection 11lines   
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

With the change of times, large old railroad facility tends to lose their efficiency.  Due to the decline of sleeper 
trains and the replacement of locomotives and passenger cars with electric trains, Shinagawa depot also has lost its 
efficiency. 

In addition, in Tokyo metropolitan area, the traffic congestion of railway is so terrible in the morning rush hour. In 
order to increase convenience of passengers, it has been necessary to reduce it. Moreover it has been also necessary 
to short the travel time. Therefore we have decided to construct the Ueno-Tokyo Line which has enabled certain 
services on the Utsunomiya, Takasaki, and Joban lines, which terminated at Ueno Station, to connect to the Tokaido 
line.  

 By the opening of Ueno-Tokyo Line, it has been necessary to redevelop the depot and Shinagawa Station and 
Shinagawa depot to accommodate the new transportation system. 

In this paper, we describe that the problems about redeveloping depots in Tokyo metropolitan area and how we 
have overcome them. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Railway in central Tokyo  

1.2. History of Shinagawa depot 

1.2.1. Dawning of Japanese railroad ~present 
Shinagawa depot, located 6 km from Tokyo Station, is one of the largest depots in Japan with a history of over 

90years. In 1872 the first railroad of Japan started business among Shinagawa and Yokohama. At the same time 
Shinagawa Station opened. In 1911, the construction work to expand the Shinagawa Station  started and freight 
marshalling yard opened at the area of filled ground. In the end of Taisho period, the passenger car yard of Tokyo 
station moved to the Shinagawa Station and by the opening of electric trains, the electric car yard was established 
there. In 1937 the freight marshalling yard moved to Shintsurumi depot. In 1942 locomotive yard of Tokyo Station 
was transffered to Shinagawa depot. The depot became a large general depot which operates electric cars, 
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